Abstract-Augmenting a processor with special hardware that is able to apply a Single Instruction to Multiple Data (SIMD) at the same time is a cost effective way of improving processor performance. It also offers a means of improving the ratio of processor performance to power usage due to reduced and more effective data movement and intrinsically lower instruction counts.
I. MOTIVATION Arguably the Cray-1 has been the most successful supercomputer to date. The first Cray-1 was installed at Los Alamos National Laboratory in the US in 1976. At the time it held a considerable performance advantage over other machines due to the fact that the hardware was designed and built to perform a Single Instruction on Multiple (independent) Data (SIMD) at the same time.
Since 1976 SIMD "vectorizing" technology has been an integral part of computer development. This is evident today in the existence of Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE) and Advanced Vector Extensions (AVX) as part of the instruction set supported by the ubiquitous Intel x86 Complex Instruction Set Computer (CISC) processor. It is evident in Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) processors such as the SPARC64 VIIIFX [1] and the PowerPC A2 [2] that are used in the Fujitsu K and IBM BlueGene/Q supercomputer systems. SIMD operations are also central to heterogeneous computer systems such as the CellBE processor that was developed by Sony, Toshiba and IBM and that is used in the PlayStation gaming console [3] . These operations are closely related to the Single Instruction Multiple Thread (SIMT) instructions supported on NVIDIA CUDA GPU systems [4] .
In 2009 embedded processor designer ARM introduced enhanced floating point capabilities together with NEON SIMD technology into its Cortex-A series of microprocessors [5] . These processors were designed with the smartphone market in mind. Inclusion of improved floating point and SIMD instructions recognized the rapidly increasing computational demands of modern multimedia applications. In this environment SIMD is attractive since it leads to reduced and more effective data movement and a smaller instruction stream with corresponding power savings. The current range of Cortex-A microprocessors are capable of performing single precision floating point operations in a SIMD fashion and are scheduled to support double precision operations in the upcoming 64 bit architecture, ARM v8-A [6] .
The move by mobile processor designers to provide better support for computationally intensive floating point operations coincided with high end supercomputers needing to limit their power usage due to capacity, availability and cost constraints. As a consequence there is much interest in using the former as building blocks for the latter. To this end it was recently shown that an Apple iPad 2 with a dual core ARM Cortex-A9 can achieve up to 4 GFLOPS/Watt of double precision performance [7] , and more generally, that processors could be classified into a three-tier division according to a GFLOPS/Watt metric. In this classification desktop and server processors were in the least efficient tier one achieving 1 GFLOPS/Watt, AMD and NVIDIA GPU accelerators in tier two achieving 2 GFLOPS/Watt, and ARM RISC processors in tier three achieving 4 GFLOPS/Watt.
In addition to being used as standalone processors, ARM cores are also being used in Multi-Processor Systems-onchips (MPSoC). These heterogeneous systems may combine an ARM core with a graphics processing unit (GPU). The Tegra systems from NVIDIA is one example [8] . In these systems it is possible to use the GPUs along side the CPU on floating point intensive workloads. In spite of including embedded FPUs and GPUs, these MPSoCs are very energy efficient, consuming minimal Watts at peak throughput.
In light of the above, it is of interest to compare and contrast the performance that can be achieved when using SSE and NEON SIMD instructions to accelerate application performance on a range of (relatively) low-powered Intel and ARM processors. The aim of this paper is to make such a comparison within the context of the OpenCV image processing library. Four application kernels are considered that have different characteristics. The performance of each is measured and contrasted across 4 Intel and 6 ARM platforms. The results obtained when using the gcc compiler with auto-vectorization on unmodified code are compared with those obtained using hand modified routines that explicitly call SSE or NEON intrinsic functions.
In the following section we describe SIMD vector operations and review related work. Section III summarizes the OpenCV image processing algorithms used as benchmarks in this work, and details the various hardware and software environments used. Section IV and V report the results and provide associated discussion. Section VI contains our conclusions and future work.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Below we explain the characteristics of SIMD operations, how they are used, compare and contrast the Intel SSE2 versus the ARMv7 NEON SIMD intrinsic functions, and describe related work.
A. Understanding SIMD Operations
SIMD operations act on multiple data elements of the same size and type (in a vector) simultaneously. Compared to sequential or scalar processing, using a SIMD instruction can provide a theoretical speed-up equal to the number of elements that can be operated on by a single SIMD instruction. This speed-up depends on the number of elements of a particular data type that can be packed into a single SIMD register. SIMD operations also reduce the total instruction count and enable more efficient data movement which leads to increased energy efficiency [9] . For example, in the context of mobile multimedia applications, audio data usually exists in 16-bit data types, while graphics and video data exists in 8-bit data types. Processors used in mobile multimedia are primarily 32-bit such as the ARM Cortex-A8 and A9. Operations on 8 and 16-bit data are performed in 32-bit registers, using roughly the same energy requirements as when processing 32-bit data quantities. By packing multiple 8 or 16-bit data types into a single 32-bit register and providing SIMD vector operations, the processor can produce multiple results with minimal increase in the required energy use. Further, as many operations are performed at once, the time for the entire computation to complete is shortened, leading to greater reduction in the energy required to produce each result.
A comparison of using scalar and SIMD vector addition is shown in Figure 1 . In this figure the left-hand side shows the scalar addition of four elements of vector A, with four elements of vector B to produce four elements of vector C. In this process each element of A and B is first read from memory before being added together, and then written back to the memory associated with C. Separate load, add and store instructions are issued for each element of the vector, giving rise to a total of 16 instructions for a vector of length four. On the right-hand side the same task is performed using SIMD vector operations. In this approach a single load instruction is used to read four elements of A from memory and similarly for B. A single add instruction sums corresponding elements of A and B, with a final single store instruction used to write four elements of C back to memory. Overall, 16 separate instructions are reduced to four, giving a theoretical overall speed-up of four. 
B. Using SIMD Operations
There are three primary ways of utilizing SIMD instructions on Intel and ARM processors: i) writing low-level assembly code; ii) use of compiler supported intrinsic functions; and iii) compiler auto-vectorization. Writing low-level assembly code that use SIMD instructions and available registers is often considered the best approach for achieving high performance. However, this method is time consuming and error prone. Use of compiler supported intrinsic functions provides a higher level of abstraction, with an almost one-toone mapping to assembly instructions, but without the need to deal with register allocations, instruction scheduling, type checking and call stack maintenance. In this approach intrinsic functions are expanded inline, eliminating function call overhead. It provides the same benefits as inline assembly, improved code readability and less errors [10] . The penalty is that the overall performance boost becomes dependent on the ability of the compiler to optimize across multiple intrinsic function calls. Option (iii) leaves everything to the compiler, relying on it to locate and automatically vectorize suitable loop structures. Therefore, the quality of the compiler and the ability of the programmer to write code which aids auto-vectorization becomes essential. Unfortunately, a recent study [11] showed that state-of-the-art compilers were able to vectorize only 45-71% of synthetic benchmarks and 18-30% of real application codes. In particular it was noted that compilers did not perform some critical code transformations necessary for facilitating auto-vectorization. Non-unit stride memory access, data alignment and data dependency transformations were found to be pertinent issues with compiler auto-vectorization. Our work analyzes similar issues but concentrates on using intrinsic functions to perform SIMD operations, and provides benchmark speedups compared against those achieved using auto-vectorizing compiler options on the original code.
C. NEON and SSE Operations
Below we briefly outline details of the processor registers, intrinsic data types, and intrinsic functions that are supported by the NEON and SSE2 instruction sets.
1) Processor Registers:
Prior to SIMD operation execution, data elements of the same size and type must be fetched from memory into specific processor registers. As shown in Figure 1 , elements A0 to A3 and B0 to B3 must fit into the special SIMD registers before the vector v operation can be performed. Vector load operation, vl and store operation, vs are used to populate the registers. The ARMv7 architecture [12] defines an extension register set apart from core registers to cater to Advanced SIMD (NEON) and VFPv3 floating point operations. There are thirty-two 64-bit double-word registers, D0-D31, usable by NEON and VFPv3 operations. These registers can also be viewed by NEON operations as sixteen 128-bit quad-word registers, Q0-Q15. Intel SSE2 operations work with 128-bit wide XMM registers and 64-bit wide MMX registers. There are eight XMM registers, XMM0-XMM7 and eight MMX registers, MM0-MM7. The newer AVX and AVX2 instruction use 256-bit wide YMM registers.
2) Intrinsic Data Types: Separate data types are defined to represent vectors used as operands in intrinsic functions. These types can only be used as parameters, assignments or return values for intrinsic functions and cannot be used in arithmetic expressions. In C code, Intel SSE2 uses four types to represent packed data elements [10] : i) __m64 can hold eight 8-bit values, four 16-bit values, two 32-bit values, or one 64-bit value; ii) __m128 can hold four packed single precision 32-bit floating point values or a scalar single precision floating point value; iii) __m128d can hold two double precision 64-bit floating point values or a scalar double precision floating point value; and iv) __m128i can hold sixteen 8-bit, eight 16-bit, four 32-bit, or two 64-bit integer values. ARMv7 NEON data types [5] are more descriptive and are named according to the pattern: < type >< size > x < number of lanes > t. Types representing integer data include int8x8_t, int8x16_t, int16x4_t, int16x8_t, int32x2_t, int32x4_t, int64x1_t and int64x2_t. Unsigned integer data is represented by similar types with uint instead of int as the < type >. There are 2 floating point types, float32x2_t and float32x4_t, both for single precision floating point values. NEON also provides 8 and 16-bit polynomial data types, poly8x8_t, poly8x16_t, poly16x4_t and poly16x8_t. Further, NEON also provides data types representing arrays of vector types following the pattern: < type >< size > x < number of lanes > x < length of array > t. These types are treated as ordinary C structures. For example, int16x4x2_t represents a struct type with parameter int16x4_t val [2] . Here, val [2] is an array of size 2 holding int16x4_t data.
3) Naming and classification of intrinsic functions: All intrinsic functions follow a naming convention. SSE2 intrinsics are named according to the pattern:
Here, intrin op refers to the basic operation of the intrinsic such as add or sub, while suffix denotes the type of data on which the intrinsic operates [10] . NEON intrinsics follow:
. The flag q denotes that the intrinsic is using quad-word (128-bit) Q registers [5] [13] and from 1.5× to 4.5× using SSE in [14] . Video encoding/decoding is improved in multiple works using NEON. These include AVS decoding up to 2.11× in [15] , H.264 decoding up to 1.6× in [16] , [17] , and MPEG-4 encoding and decoding up to 2× in [16] , [17] . The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), a core algorithm for many audio/video and image processing applications was optimized to used SSE, AVX and NEON instructions to create an alternative implementation, SFFT in [18] . It was benchmarked against popular FFT implementations such as FFTW and SPIRAL and was shown to be at least as fast or faster than the state-of-the-art on Intel and ARM platforms. In an evaluation of AVX instructions for high performance computing, [19] demonstrated that AVX delivers between 1.58× and 1.88× improvement over SSE 4.2 in computationally intensive benchmarks such as LINPACK and HPCC. Significant performance advantages of using inline assembly to program SSE 4.2 and AVX instructions compared to compiler auto-vectorized code were observed in [20] . Data mining applications were used to compare single precision and double precision floating point performance improvements from SSE and AVX instructions in [21] and [22] . It was shown that AVX intrinsics performed at least 1.63× better than SSE for single precision computations and at least 1.71× better for double precision. Several computer vision routines were optimized using NEON and benchmarked on an NVIDIA Tegra 3 device in [23] . The objective of this work was to measure comparative improvements offered by NEON versus those offered by OpenGL shading language using the on-chip GPU on the Tegra 3 processor. Impressive results were demonstrated including speed-ups of 23× for median blur, 4.6× for Gaussian blur, 9.5× for color conversion, 3.1× for sobel filtering, 1.6× for canny edge detection, and 7.6× for image resizing. Apart from SFFT [18] , no other work was found comparing performance improvements of SIMD intrinsic functions across Intel and ARM platforms.
III. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION To investigate the ability of NEON operations in providing performance speed-ups with comparison to SSE2 operations, we use a set of image processing benchmarks from the popular OpenCV library [24] . It contains over 500 functions for computer vision related applications, capable of performing various image processing tasks on most common image formats. We hand optimize certain functions (with existing SSE2 optimizations) in two fundamental OpenCV modules, Core and Imgproc using NEON intrinsic functions. These functions then form the basis of our separate image processing benchmarks. In the following subsections we briefly describe these benchmarks, the ARM and Intel platforms evaluated, the compilers and tools utilized, how the experiments are conducted and the test images used. A small code snippet is provided to briefly compare between the use of NEON and SSE2 intrinsic functions. 
A. Image Processing Benchmarks 1) Conversion of Float to
v s t 1 q s 1 6 ( ( i n t 1 6 t * ) dst + x , res i n t 1 2 8 ) ; } Consider first the SSE2 code where the image pixels are initially stored in memory as 32-bit floats. These pixels are processed in groups of eight as indicated by the outer for loop. The first SSE intrinsic, mm_loadu_ps(src + x), loads four single precision floats into a single 128-bit SSE register. It then converts these to four signed 32-bit integers using the SSE intrinsic, mm_cvtps_epi32(src128). The process is then repeated for the next four image pixels. At this point there are two 128-bit SSE registers each containing four 32-bit signed integers. The next SSE instruction, _mm_packs_epi32(src_int128, src1_int128), takes both 128-bit SSE registers, downcasts all 32-bit integers to 16-bit, and packs the eight resulting values into a single 128-bit SSE register. The final SSE intrinsic, mm_storeu_si128((__m128i)(dst + x), src1_int128 ), copies the result back to main memory. The NEON code is similar except for the downcast, which is done in two stages. The first stage processes each 128-bit register separately, casting each of the 32-bit integers to 16-bits and returning a 64-bit result (int16x4_t src1_int64 = vqmovn_s32(src_int128)). The second stage, int16x8_t res_int128 = vcombine_s16(src0_int64,src1_int64), involves packing the two 64-bit results into a single 128-bit register prior to copying the result back to main memory. Therefore the NEON code requires two extra intrinsic function calls compared to SSE code.
2) Binary Image Threshold: Binary thresholding is a common image processing operation, which has been widely used for image segmentation [25] . It requires element-wise comparison between a pixel of interest and a predetermined threshold value. Given an array of pixels and a threshold value, an operation occurs on every pixel depending on whether it is above or below the threshold. This is shown in Algorithm 1.
3) Gaussian Blur: Image blurring is an operation that convolves an image with a blurring or smoothing filter. The convolution operation applies the filter across the image. At each image pixel, the filtered outcome is the weighted sum of itself and the neighborhood pixels, where the weights come Algorithm 1 Pseudocode: Binary Image Threshold for all pixels in Image do if pixel ≤ threshold then pixel ← threshold else pixel ← pixel end if end for from the entry of the filter. We use an anisotropic Gaussian filter with standard deviation set to 1.
4) Sobel Filter:
This employs the same form of spatial convolution as Gaussian Blur. The difference between the two operations is that instead of convolving with a Gaussian filter, two separable 1-D Sobel filters are used.
Pseudocode applicable to both the Gaussian and Sobel filters is given in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Pseudocode: Convolution Filtering
for all pixels I in Image do for all x pixels in width of filter S do for all y pixels in height of filter S do centre pixel I ( * , * ) += I (x,y) × S (x,y) end for end for end for
5) Edge Detection:
The Sobel Filter is often used for edge detection. After applying a 2-D Sobel filter and a binary thresholding operation, pixels with low gradient intensity are removed.
B. Evaluated Platforms
Four different Intel platforms supporting SSE2 instructions were considered. The Atom D510 was chosen because it is targeted towards the mobile embedded market [26] . The Core 2 Quad Q9400 platform was chosen as a popular representative of Intel's desktop processors. The Core i7 and Core i5, although having different microarchitectures, represent Intel's recent generations of laptop processors which support the AVX instruction set. Our choice of ARM platforms was determined by their support for NEON instructions and the ability for them to be programmed using readily available tools. Six ARM platforms were used, all with NEON. The first three of these were Android smart-phones: i) Samsung Exynos 3110 processor containing an ARM Cortex-A8, part of the Samsung Nexus S; ii) Texas Instruments OMAP 4460, part of the Samsung Galaxy Nexus using a dual core ARM Cortex-A9 processor; and iii) Exynos 4412 quad core Cortex-A9 processor, part of the Samsung Galaxy S3. The next three ran different Linux distributions: iv) Texas Instruments DaVinci processor [27] containing an ARM Cortex-A8, running Angstrom Linux; v) Exynos 4412 quad core Cortex-A9 processor, part of the ODROID-X development platform [28] We under-clocked the ODROID-X at 1.3Ghz to enable a direct comparison with the Tegra 3, which was also clocked at 1.3Ghz.
C. Code, Compilers and Tools
Our OpenCV test harness for all Intel platforms and three ARM platforms (TI DM 3730, Tegra T30, ODROID-X) was written in C++. For the smart-phones we used OpenCV4Android [29] and the Android NDK [30] to write the test harness. OpenCV 2.4.2 was used, compiled on all platforms using the CMake cross compilation toolchain for single thread execution. The NEON specific cmake toolchains provided from opencv.org, were used to compile OpenCV4Android. All NEON optimizations via intrinsic functions were made directly within OpenCV core and imgproc modules in an analogous fashion to their SSE2 counterparts. These optimizations were turned ON and OFF using the OpenCV function cv::setUseOptimized(bool onoff) with the benchmarks labelled accordingly. GCC 4.6.3 was used to compile both OpenCV and the test harness across all Intel and ARM platforms. The Android SDK level 15 and NDK r8b compiler, using GCC 4.6.x, was used for the Android phones. Use of the gcc compiler essentially treats all Intel platforms equivalently, and likewise for all ARM platforms (there are slight differences between ARM Linux and Android). To trigger autovectorization on the Intel platforms, -O3 -msse -msse2 compiler options were used in all cases. ARM auto-vectorization flags included combinations of the following: -mfpu=neon -ftree-vectorize -mtune=cortex-a8 -mtune=cortex-a9 -mfloatabi=softfp -mfloat-abi=hard -O3. All code was compiled with debugging symbols enabled via the -ggdb3 compiler flag. To analyze assembly instructions, we used the objdump tool to extract code annotated assembly from compiled .o object files.
D. Experimental configuration
The image resolutions chosen for our study are commonly used by modern mobile digital cameras. The smallest resolution is 640 × 480 or 0.3 Mega-pixels (mpx). Other image sizes were 1280 × 960 (1mpx), 2560 × 1920 (5mpx) and 3264 × 2448 (8mpx). Uncompressed bitmap images with corresponding sizes of 1.2MB (0.3mpx); 4.7MB (1mpx); 19MB (5mpx); 23MB (8mpx) were used for all experiments. We cycled through 5 different images of each resolution 25 times, to obtain an average runtime over 100 runs of a benchmark. We chose to traverse 5 different images in succession to minimize caching effects. In the following tables AUTO implies compiler auto-vectorized code and HAND implies use of hand optimized intrinsic functions. Time is measured in seconds and speed-up reflects how much faster the HAND experiments were compared to the corresponding AUTO cases. A high resolution timer with an an accuracy greater than 10 −6 seconds was used in all cases.
IV. RESULTS & OBSERVATIONS

A. Benchmark 1: Float to Short Conversion
Results for the float to short integer benchmark are given in Table II . For the smallest image resolution 640 × 480, the Core i5 has the best absolute time with both SIMD intrinsic HAND and AUTO. For Intel processors the speedup obtained with HAND varies from 5.27 for the Atom to just 1.34 for the Core 2 Quad. For the ARM processors the speed-up variation is greater, ranging from 13.88 on the Exynos 3110 smart-phone to 3.42 on the Tegra T30 system. As the image size increases the number of operations performed scales with the number of pixels. This is reflected in absolute execution times which in most cases scale almost linearly with image size, with deviations from this behaviour attributed to cache effects. The SIMD speed-ups achieved across all platforms and for all image sizes are plotted in Figure 2 . Within a given processor type the results are remarkably similar for all image sizes. As this benchmarks involves processing four floating point values in one 128-bit wide register one might expect the maximum speed-up to be a factor of four. On several platforms values greater than four are consistently observed. The speed-up metric examines the performance of SSE intrinsic code against machine code generated from the original source. This varies significantly, which explains some of the theoretical speed-ups measured. For example, the SSE intrinsic code stores eight short integers in one aligned store instruction while the C code will perform eight non-aligned memory store operations. Considering the ARM Cortex-A9 based SoCs, we find as expected, the 1.4Ghz Exynos 4412 in the Galaxy S3 Android smart-phone has the best absolute times on average. For the 1.3Ghz clocked ODROID-X and Tegra T30 A9 systems, although the AUTO times are quite similar, the ODROID outperforms the Tegra for the HAND cases. The ODROID shows more than twice as much benefit from using NEON compared to the Tegra T30 as shown in Figure 2 . Comparing ARM SoCs running Android versus those running Linux distributions, we observe the AUTO absolute times for Android platforms to be significantly better on average than those on Linux platforms. This could be attributed to Google's customized gcc 4.6.x and lightweight BIONIC libc libraries used in the Android NDK. HAND times across all ARM platforms except the Tegra T30, maintain consistency when normalized with respect to clock speed.
B. Benchmarks 2-5
Absolute execution times and SIMD speed-ups for the large 3264x2448 image with the Binary Image Thresholding, Gaussian Blur, Sobel Filter and Edge Detection benchmarks are given in Table III . Speed-up results for all image sizes and platforms are presented in Figures 3-6 .
The absolute execution times given in Table III increase progressively from benchmark to benchmark reflecting the steadily increasing complexity. Based on processor clock speed the i5 might be expected to give the shortest execution times, and this is indeed the case. However, other architectural differences mean that the 1.66GHz Atom D510 is about Compared to the 13× SIMD intrinsic speed-up obtained with the float to short benchmark, the maximum speed-up observed in Figures 3-6 is about 5.5 across all platforms. These figures show that in general the benefit of using hand coded SIMD intrinsics over auto-vectorization appears to be slightly greater on the Intel platforms compared with the ARM platforms. The variability of the speed-up also appears to be slightly greater within the Intel platforms compared to within the ARM platforms, even though the same compiler was used in all cases.
V. DISCUSSION To determine why auto-vectorization does not provide similar benefits to direct use of intrinsic functions, we analyzed the assembly instructions for benchmark 1. We present here only an analysis for the ARM platform. Below is the critical section for the intrinsic optimized NEON assembly followed by the equivalent auto-vectorized assembly. Mapping the assembly in the first block of code to the NEON intrinsic instructions from which they are generated is fairly straightforward. The one interesting observation is that the vcombine_s16 has been been replaced with a vorr operation, which is a bitwise OR activity. This is unexpected as [12] states that this operation maps to a vmov operation. Overall eight NEON intrinsics translate into eight NEON assembly instructions. An additional six other instructions are required to maintain address offsets and control the loop. Thus a total of 14 operations are required per eight output pixels. For the auto-vectorized assembly some use of NEON instructions is apparent, but clearly the major issue is that the loop is not running in blocks of eight pixels. As a consequence many more operations are required per output pixel, explaining the large speed-up that was observed on some of the ARM platforms. Analysis of the SSE code for Intel platforms gives similar findings.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper speed-ups of 1.05-13.88 and 1.34-5.54 were observed for using hand optimized SIMD intrinsic functions rather than gcc compiler auto-vectorization for ARM and Intel platforms respectively. Preliminary analysis of the assembly code for the conversion benchmark showed that auto-vectorization required more instructions per pixel than intrinsics, failing to treat multiple pixels at a time. Extending this analysis to the other benchmarks and investigating whether other compilers are better able to auto-vectorize these codes is of interest. For each benchmark as the gcc compiled hand optimized intrinsic code and the autovectorized code was the same across all the Intel platforms and across all the ARM platforms, similar AUTO:HAND speedup ratios might be expected within each group of processors (with possible differences between the Intel and 
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Speed-up 640x480 1280x960 2560x1920 3264x2448 Figure 6 : Edge Detection relative speed-up factor the ARM processor groups). Our results showed that this is not always the case. This is presumably due to low level hardware implementation details. Understanding the cause of these differences requires further work. Most of the platforms used in our experiments might be considered to be "low power". Extending the results reported here to include power efficiency in terms of performance per watt is of interest. This is particularly pertinent as we seek to determine which processors are most likely to serve as building blocks for exascale machines. In this respect extending our experiments to include the new ARM Cortex-A15 with improved pipelining and power management would also be of interest.
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